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PRESENTING
ICONIC HOTEL S

Proven leaders in hotel and

and the region, each hotel offering

hospitality delivery and operations.

guests affordable, stylishly-appointed
accommodation options.

The largest independent hotelier in
the Australian Capital Territory (ACT),

With multiple hotel projects in the

Iconic Hotels designs and delivers

pipeline, including the delivery of a

unparalleled accommodation and

new, independent luxury hotel and

hospitality services.

hospitality offering, Iconic Hotels
sets the pace for hotel design,

A core division of Geocon,

development and management within

Australia’s fourth largest residential

the ACT.

builder/developer*, Iconic Hotels has
rapidly become an accommodation

By 2020, Iconic Hotels will manage

market leader.

over 1,000 hotel accommodation
rooms and a dynamic range of

Specialising in hotel delivery and

hospitality and commercial offerings in

operations since 2010, Iconic Hotels

Canberra and the surrounding region.

manages seven hotels across Canberra
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*Housing Industry Association (HIA) COLORBOND®
Steel Housing 100 Report, 2018.
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BR AND PHILOSOPHY

Our brand philosophy is simple.

Anchored by a guest focus philosophy,

Collectively, we must consistently

our personalised approach to service

deliver on brand promise to the

is apparent across all brands within

highest standard.

the Iconic Hotels portfolio. This,
teamed with an innate understanding

Driven by the desire to deliver

of our brand markets, allows for us to

seamless hotel and hospitality

consistently exceed guest expectation

products and services, we are

and deliver on brand promise to the

innovative, creative, progressive and

highest standard.

adaptive. We are creators of unique,
personal spaces, which allow guests to

We are actively connected to the

relax, recharge and achieve the goals

growth of the hotel and hospitality

of their stay.

industry, and remain true to our local
and global narrative.

As an industry leader, we strive to be
at the forefront of hotel design and
delivery. We offer smart technology
and unlimited connectivity in carefully
curated spaces.
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OUR BR ANDS

LUXURY

PREMIUM

ESSENTIAL

VALUE

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Brand under

Brand under

development

development

Canberra City
Parliament House

Midnight Hotel, Braddon

Abode Gungahlin

Abode Murrumbateman

The Woden Hotel

Locations TBA

No.10 Restaurant + Bar, Woden

Abode Tuggeranong

Abode Kingston

No.10 Restaurant + Bar, Belconnen

Abode Woden

Abode Malua Bay

Foundry Coffee Co. Tuggeranong

Abode Narrabundah

Abode Belconnen

Midnight Bar, Braddon
Braddon Merchant, Braddon
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BR AND MILESTONES

2018
Abode Murrumbateman

2020

The Woden Hotel
2010

2013

2016

Abode Gungahlin

Abode Woden

No.10 Restaurant + Bar, Woden

Foundry Coffee Co.

Abode Malua Bay

Abode Kingston

Abode Belconnen

Iconic Hotels corporate rebranding

No.10 Restaurant + Bar, Belconnen

2022
Luxury Hotel

2012

2015

2017

2019

2021

Abode Tuggeranong

Abode Narrabundah

Abode Group

Midnight Hotel

Canberra City

corporate branding launched

Midnight Bar

Parliament House

Braddon Merchant
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HOTEL S
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LUXURY BR AND
UNDER DEVELOPMENT
The Iconic Hotels luxury brand will present the ultimate exclusive, luxury
experience for the discerning global traveller; distinctive in design, innovative in
delivery, and unparalleled in brand offering.
Iconic in location, culture and heritage, three unique luxury precincts within the
nation’s capital will create the Iconic Hotels luxury portfolio. Distinct by design and
curation, each hotel presents guests with endless opportunities to create unique,
memorable, highly personal luxury experiences.

ICONICHOTELS.NET

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Brand		

Luxury

Sector		

Luxury Hotel

Locations		

Canberra City, Parkes,

		TBC
Inventory

700+ rooms

Completion

2021, 2021, 2022

Brand under
development

Artist's impression of luxury hotel

Artist's impression of luxury hotel, Canberra City.
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MIDNIGHT HOTEL
Midnight Hotel is a premium hotel offering that places each individual guest at
the heart of the brand. Recognising that no two guests are the same, Midnight
Hotel offers unique lifestyle experiences to guests across a range of hotel and
hospitality offerings.
Positioned in the heart of the nation’s capital, Midnight Hotel is connected to
the beat of the city. Luxury in location affords Midnight Hotel guests endless
opportunities to experience premium service, complemented by authentic
cultural emersion.

MIDNIGHTHOTEL.COM.AU

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Brand		

Midnight Hotel

Sector		

Premium Hotel

Locations		

Braddon

Inventory

199 rooms

Completion

2019

Left and Right: Artist's Impression, Midnight Hotel
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ABODE HOTEL S
Abode Hotels presents guests an up-scale hotel experience, offering stylishlyappointed flexible room types across convenient locations in Canberra and surrounds.
Focusing on making guests feel welcome and part of the family, Abode Hotels are
smart in design, providing guests with all the hotel essentials they need, and a few
extras on top.
Well positioned, unique and innovative in hotel offering, Abode Hotels are the
largest independent hotel portfolio in Canberra.

ABODEHOTELS.COM.AU

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Brand		

Abode Hotels

Sector		

Essential / Mid-scale Hotel

Locations		

Gungahlin, Tuggeranong,

		

Woden, Narrabundah,

		Murrumbateman, Kingston,
		

Malua Bay, Belconnen

Inventory

700+

Completion

2010, 2012, 2013, 2015,

		

2018, 2018, 2020, 2020

Left and Right: Abode Murrumbateman
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VALUE BR AND
UNDER DEVELOPMENT
An industry disruptor, our mid-scale, value hotel brand offers guests everything
they need, and nothing they don’t.
Currently under development, this brand implements a creative design model
aimed at urban travellers seeking clean, affordable, central, social, share and
private accommodation. Covering all bases for the savvy traveller, our value
offering is both smart and versatile.
Celebrating efficiency and modernity, the brand offers a solution to a product and
service gap in the current hotel market.

ICONICHOTELS.NET

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Brand		

Playce Hotels

Sector		

Value Hotel

Locations		

TBA

Inventory

TBA

Completion

TBA

20

Brand under
development
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THE WODEN HOTEL
Situated in Canberra's south, The Woden Hotel offers 57 rooms, across 5 different
room types, ranging from a standard hotel room to one-bedroom apartments.
Combining quality, affordability and comfort, The Woden Hotel is located within
Woden Town Centre's central business, shopping and dining districts.
Primed for convenience, The Woden Hotel is close to Canberra City, Canberra
International Airport and national attractions within the Parliamentary Triangle.

THEWODENHOTEL.COM.AU

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Brand		

The Woden Hotel

Sector		

Value Hotel

Locations		

Woden

Inventory

57 rooms

Completion

2018

The Woden Hotel
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FOOD & BE VER AGE
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NO.10 RESTAUR ANT + BAR
Situated in Canberra’s south, No.10 Restaurant + Bar presents a stylish and relaxed
dining destination for locals and hotel guests of Abode Hotels’, Abode Woden.
Serving breakfast, lunch and dinner, No. 10 Restaurant + Bar offers a dynamic menu
of fresh and wholesome dishes perfectly crafted for the season ahead.

NUMBER10RESTAURANTANDBAR.COM

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Brand		

No.10 Restaurant + Bar

Sector		

Food & Beverage, Events

Locations		

Woden, Belconnen

Completion

2016, 2020
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FOUNDRY COFFEE CO.
A fly on the wall specialty coffee bar in Canberra’s south, Foundry Coffee Co. is
modern and stylish, offering light food and beverage options on weekdays only.
Connected to Abode Hotels’ Abode Tuggeranong, Foundry Coffee Co. has
transformed the morning routines of local residents and hotel guests since
February 2018.

FOUNDRYCOFFEECO.COM

BRAND ESSENTIALS
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Brand		

Foundry Coffee Co.

Sector		

Food & Beverage

Locations		

Tuggeranong

Completion

2018
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MIDNIGHT BAR
The official bar of Midnight Hotel,

list of local and international wines,

Midnight Bar presents an evocative,

cocktails and beers, Midnight Bar is

dark and moody bar for visitors to

a stylish destination with a strong

the Midnight precinct. Sharp interior

dining focus.

design aligns with plush textural
furnishings. Complementing the chic,

Positioned in the heart of Braddon,

modern fit out and attentive staff

Canberra’s emerging dynamic and

appeal, is an enviable alfresco dining

cultural hub and connected to

setting, overlooking landscaped

Midnight Hotel, Midnight Bar is the

gardens and key Canberra city streets.

place to see and be seen.

Offering a short, sharp seasonal menu
featuring locally sourced upscale
produce and a carefully curated

BRAND ESSENTIALS
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Brand		

Midnight Bar

Sector		

Food & Beverage

Locations		

Braddon

Completion

2019
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BR ADDON MERCHANT
East facing, and bathed in morning

Positioned in the heart of Braddon,

sunlight, Braddon Merchant is a bright,

and connected to the Midnight

modern deli-style eatery with a smart

precinct, Braddon Merchant is

European feel.

sophisticated in presentation, smart
in service and authentic in dining

Offering a thoughtful menu of fresh,

experience.

simple dishes as well as a range of deli
produce, boutique products and to-go
options, Braddon Merchant champions
fresh produce and local suppliers.

BRAND ESSENTIALS
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Brand		

Braddon Merchant

Sector		

Food & Beverage

Locations		

Braddon

Completion

2019
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BR AND LE ADERSHIP

NICK GEORGALIS
Founder & Managing Director
Born and raised in Canberra, proud

execution, amenities and lifestyle has

local Nick is passionate about the

allowed him to more than achieve his

leading role Geocon is playing in

ambitious goals.

shaping the promising future of our
national capital.

All because he saw the potential for
his hometown to become a word class

The driving force behind Geocon and

hub with the exciting developments

Iconic Hotels, Nick leads the executive

to match. In 2006, Nick launched his

RIEN DONKIN

management team and provides all-

own business and in 2007 Geocon

General Manager

important strategic direction across

was born with just six employees and

the groups. His focus is set firmly on

a turnover of $5 million in its first

An industry veteran with more than

A consummate leader, Rien has held

expanding the company’s interests

year. Since then, the company has

15 years’ experience in the hospitality

senior roles during the launch phase

in hotels, commercial acquisitions

grown to more than 250 staff, has an

and accommodation across Australia.

of several hotels in the growing

and development – creating an

annual turnover of $250-300 million

Rien’s extensive knowledge of hotel

Iconic Hotels portfolio, including

increasingly progressive and vibrant

and engages up to 2000 workers at

operations, refurbishments and refits,

properties in Gungahlin, Woden,

Canberra in the process.

a time.

food and beverage, conferencing,

Tuggeranong and Narrabundah, and

brand delivery and positioning make

the development of new hotels in

After building a successful career in

While Geocon is now one of

him the perfect leader for Iconic

Murrumbateman, Kingston, Woden

engineering, project management

Canberra’s most successful property

Hotels.

and the city.

and leadership in the construction

developers, Nick shows no signs of

sector, Nick soon recognised the

slowing down. Ever industrious, he

Joining the Geocon team in 2014 as

Fiercely passionate about hospitality,

need for a player in the residential

has several innovative new projects

General Manager of Iconic Hotels,

Rien seeks to transport guests to

housing market that would deliver an

in the pipeline and his business is

he now also manages the corporate

their very own home away from home

exceptional product at an affordable

expanding rapidly with new in-house

team and hotel managers in multiple

(with a few lavish extra details) each

price. Focusing on cost, inclusions,

sales, communications, legal and

properties under the Iconic Hotels

time they enter an Iconic Hotel.

sustainability, customer service,

marketing teams.

banner.
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BR AND TE AM

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Nick Georgalis
•
•
•

Founded Geocon in 2007
First Abode Hotel in 2010
Annual company turnover of $250-300 million

GENERAL MANAGER
Rien Donkin
•
•
•

REVENUE &
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
•
•
•

Business and project
development and delivery
Hotel portfolio expansion strategy
Hotel Management Agreement
negotiation

Manages all corporate projects, development
opportunities and hotel operations
Management oversight of seven hotels
Annual company turnover of $20 million

•
•
•
•

Global Distribution Systems
Management
Real-time market analysis and forecasting
Room Yield, RevPar and market share
strategy

CENTRAL
RESERVATIONS
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FINANCIAL CONTROLLER

•
•

Administration of bank accounts,
assets and portfolio inclusions
Budgeting and forecasting
Financial reporting and
assessment

MARKETING MANAGER
•
•
•

Development and implementation
of all brand portfolio marketing
Integrated communication, PR
and media management
Market sector response planning,
reporting and budgeting

MARKETING
COORDINATORS

SALES MANAGER
•
•
•

Global leads generation and
strategy
Sector targeting and conversion
Business development and loyalty

SALES EXECUTIVE

HOTEL MANAGERS
Abode Kingston
Abode Murrumbateman
Abode Narrabundah
Abode Woden
Abode Tuggeranong
Abode Gungahlin
The Woden Hotel

HOTEL TEAMS

OPERATIONS &
PERFORMANCE MANAGER
•
•
•

Operational best practise
Staff employment and retention
Professional development

HR & PAYROLL
ADMINISTRATOR
•
•
•

Employee relations and administration
Payroll practice and management
Employee training and WH&S

FOOD & BEVERAGE
MANAGER
•
•
•

Oversight of all food and
beverage outlets
Budgeting and forecasting
Operations and staffing

HOSPITALITY TEAMS
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BR AND COMMITMENT

Centred on a business model

We are informed in industry and

committed to delivering on brand

understand the dynamic nature of

promise, industry inclusion and

accommodation and hospitality

organisational and employee growth,

trends. We are connected to local

Iconic Hotels is committed to

and national government, engaged

excellence.

with peak tourism bodies and
industry associations. We are

Set to double in size by 2020, our

committed to providing ongoing

ability to successfully deliver a

support for local infrastructure,

variety of accommodation and

development and employment.

hospitality offerings for the
global guest, largely relies on our

Our commitment to actively

commitment to our brand values.

participating in the betterment of
our products, services and industry is

Broadly, Iconic Hotels values

testament to the success and legacy

innovation, communication,

of Iconic Hotels.

transparency and integrity.
We are invested in the growth of our
team, employees and leadership.
On site at Abode Kingston
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COMMUNIT Y ENGAGEMENT

ABODE ACADEMY

Abode Academy is an innovative in-house vocational training program
delivered in conjunction with the Canberra Institute of Technology (CIT).
Designed to further develop employee career opportunities, Abode Academy
offers qualifications in Certificate III and IV in Hospitality, Commercial Cookery
and Business, and a Diploma in Leadership and Management.

ABODE HOTELS ACT METEORS

Abode Hotels is proud to partner with Cricket ACT as the naming rights
sponsor of the ACT Meteors women’s cricket team. As well as supporting
women in sport and the local sporting community, Abode Hotels is also the
official accommodation partner of Cricket ACT.

CANBERRA CONVENTION BUREAU

Iconic Hotels is proud to be a strategic partner and Board member
representative of the Canberra Convention Bureau, the peak industry body
responsible for sourcing and securing conferences, meetings, incentives
programs and other business events to the Canberra region.

MENSLINK

Acutely aware of the prevalence of men’s health issues in the construction,
development and hospitality industry, Iconic Hotels actively supports local
Canberra charity, Menslink. Menslink provides mentoring and counselling in
the community to help young men get through tough times.
Abode Hotels ACT Meteors' Maitlan Brown
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DE VELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
For developers, by developers.

CENTR ALISED SERVICES

As one of Australia’s fastest growing
fully integrated property groups,

Based on a foundation of trust and

we provide robust owner benefits

transparency we present our partners

and services including development

unique business opportunities with

advice, interior and exterior design,

proven returns.

cost estimation, FF&E procurement
and product delivery.

Offering a seamless development
partnership process, Iconic Hotels

Our commitment to success builds

welcomes partners who share our

mutually beneficial long-term

core values and vision.

relationships.

SALES & MARKETING

REVENUE & DISTRIBUTION

•

Sales lead generation and maintenance

•

Central reservation services

•

Staff management and strategy

•

Business development management

•

Global distribution systems management

•

Profit and loss analysis and management

•

Integrated brand marketing, PR and communications

•

Real-time market analysis and forecasting

•

Wage cost management

•

Promotional campaign development, implementation

•

Room yield, RevPAR and market share strategy

•

Promotional strategy implementation

and management

•

Revenue strategy, management and reporting

•

Product and partnership arrangement

TALENT & PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
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FOOD & BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT

FINANCE AND ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

•

Centralised human resource management

•

Bookkeeping and records keeping

•

Standard operational procedure management

•

Recruitment sourcing and management

•

Administration of bank accounts

•

Work health and safety services

•

Payroll advice and management

•

Annual finance reporting

•

Staff training programs

•

Employee compliance reporting

•

Annual budgeting and forecasting

•

Compliance and administration duties

•

Professional development programs

•

Accounts payable and receivable management

•

Business owner liaison
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Abode Kingston

ICONIC HOTELS (ABN 87 620 145 860)
PH: (02) 6255 0430
LEVEL 1, 24 IRON KNOB STREET FYSHWICK ACT 2609
PO BOX 4519 KINGSTON ACT 2604
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ICONICHOTELS.NET

